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Economic Alliance of Greater Baltimore Releases Statement in Response to the Death of George Floyd

(Baltimore, Md) – The Economic Alliance of Greater Baltimore has released the following statement in response to the death of George Floyd:

The Economic Alliance of Greater Baltimore shares in the national outcry concerning the events that led to the death of George Floyd. The fact that this nation has not been able to confront and rid the country of the centuries of systematic racism that allows these events to continuously occur must change. EAGB’s leadership has long recognized the threat to sustainable economic health and vitality for Baltimore City and the entire Region caused by the failure to address these issues. Over the past two years, leadership has been deeply involved with a group of private and public sector leaders and influencers in “Results Baltimore,” an initiative with the goal of identifying and understanding Baltimore’s most urgent challenges and working to solve them together.

EAGB’s board of directors -- representing corporate, civic, academic and government leadership in Greater Baltimore -- is committed to working with our partners and stakeholders to create and implement an action plan that will help address the racial and social problems of so many of Baltimore's residents.
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The Economic Alliance of Greater Baltimore (EAGB) brings together business, government, education and non-profit leaders to market the Region’s economic development assets and opportunities. For more information, visit http://www.greaterbaltimore.org.